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YOU HAVE TO LOVE IT
Treating YouTube like a hobby you 
can’t get enough of is the only way 
to make your channel work.

Being a YouTuber is hard work. The 
hours suck. It’s repetitive. Performing 
at a high level is difficult. While gen-
erally very positive, a vocal minority 
of the online community can be toxic 
and demoralizing. To top it off, most 
creators never manage to make a full 
time living, and those that do only do 
so after years of work. Like all creative 
endeavors, if you truly want to make 
it through the hard times, you have 
to love what you do.

It’s easy to look at the top one 
percent of YouTube channels and 
think you can do what they do. Given 
enough time and motivation, you 
probably can. But the motivation can 
be hard to find.

The fastest growing channels are 
extremely prolific and consistent, 
highly viral or both. While posting vi-
ral content is the fastest way to reach 
YouTube stardom, actually achieving 
virality is easier said than done. No 
one has really cracked the code on 
what makes a video go viral. Even the 
very few channels that manage to 
have several viral hits tend to strug-
gle to reliably repeat that success. 

The approach within reach of most 
YouTube creators is to develop an 
audience through consistent and fre-
quent content. Even if the substance 
of your content is amazing, however, 
the road to a full-time living is a long 
one. While some creators manage to 

On the Cover: Kurt Hugo Schneider

PRESENTED BY

coax substantial revenue from their 
subscribers directly via Patreon, most 
creators will tell you that a full-time 
income only comes as you work your 
way into the hundreds of thousands 
of followers.

Developing a following that big is 
no easy task. For most, it takes years 
of constant hard work with little to 
no financial pay-off. That’s why, if 
you hope to stick with building your 
YouTube channel for years, you have 
to be rewarded in other ways. Per-
sonal enjoyment and satisfaction are 
paramount to your success.

Loving what you do doesn’t just 
motivate you to endure the months 
and years of unprofitable work. You’ll 
find your passion shows in your con-
tent, making the substance of your 
videos better.

We all know that, on YouTube, 
authenticity is everything. If view-
ers can’t clearly sense your passion, 
they’ll unsubscribe, or worse, never 
discover you in the first place.  
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BY ERIK FRITTSCONSPIRACY THEORY

Facts: they make the story, they build our reality,  
but does anyone actually know what they are or where they come from?

FACT CHECKING — IS IT EVEN POSSIBLE?

Content creators come in all 
varieties; some upload videos 

of their cats, some create comedic 
short films and some relentlessly 
seek out The Truth in a quest to 
inform the public about the reali-

ties of the world around them. 
YouTube creators in the last cat-
egory find themselves in a hard 
position: verifying information as 
credible before reporting on it to 
their audience. 

Fact Checking — is it even possible?
CONSPIRACY THEORY
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Erik Fritts is an award winning writer, photog-
rapher and filmmaker. He has a BA in Film 
Production and experience working in TV, 
film, and corporate video production.  Follow 
him on social @ErikFritts

These days, it’s hard to know that 
the news we’re getting is reliable. 
Mainstream media is controlled by 
The Man and benefits from main-
taining the social order, censoring 
any story that doesn’t fit into their 
predetermined narrative. The alter-
native media is a breeding ground 
for wing-nuts and wackos from the 
political extremists to holistic new-
agers. Many people stay informed 
through social media, which tends 
to be an echo-chamber where users 
filter out voices they don’t agree 
with and surrounded themselves 
with reports that confirm their 
preconceived notions.

Where can you turn for research 
if you’re a content creator who just 
wants to run an honest, grounded 

Fact Checking — is it even possible?

story, based on the undeniable 
facts? How can you make sure 
your YouTube channel is report-
ing the absolute, undeniable truth 
about the Reptilian Overlords’ most 
recent crackdown on the Mermaid 
Resistance? Is it even possible to 
know the truth?

Where do facts end and subjec-
tive perspective begin? Say a study 
is done, under utmost scientific 
rigor, that finds 82% of people enjoy 
strawberries. One reader of the 
study might conclude the results 
proved strawberries are pretty 
good. Another might conclude that 
a majority of people have wonky 
taste buds. A third person might 
recognize a conspiracy from the 
scientists that take hush money 
from Big Strawberry. Maybe no one 
would recognize the absolute fact 
of the matter: strawberries are just 
government propaganda and don’t 
actually exist.   

Is it possible to be sure that 
everything you’re reporting is fact? 
Unless you’ve experienced some-
thing personally, aren’t you just 
trusting other people’s accounts 
— other people that can be misin-
formed and/or liars? Even if you’ve 
seen something with your own 

CONSPIRACY THEORY

eyes, you can’t always trust your 
own experience; optical illusions 
show us that our brains can be 
confused by simple tricks. Memo-
ries are fragile; they fade over time 
and can be influenced after they are 
formed. What is there that can be 
trusted as undeniable fact?

Everyone seems to have an agen-
da they’re pushing, which, in the 
search for facts, can leave us feeling 
like we’re grasping at straws. The 
quest for reliable facts could be a 
wild goose chase, devised to keep 
us too busy to overthrow the Reptil-
ian Overlords. But perhaps, there’s 
something more to it. Maybe by 
checking and cross referencing, by 
researching and reviewing sources, 
by reading more of an article than 
just the headline — maybe we can 
find the truth about what’s going 
on in the world. 

But we should proceed with cau-
tion, because The Truth has a way 
of changing things — even things 
we didn’t want to change.

Or maybe, that’s just what The 
Man wants you to think.   

IS IT POSSIBLE 
TO BE SURE 
THAT EVERY-
THING YOU’RE 
REPORTING IS 
FACT?

“
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PewDiePie: Artist for Our Times

This isn’t just about Felix 
“PewDiePie” Kjellberg. This 

is about how certain publications 
have manufactured outrage over 
what should rightfully be classified 
as an irresponsible internet joke. 

This is about why people don’t 
trust the media.

By now, you’ve surely heard about 
PewDiePie’s recent video showing 
how he paid two men $5 to make a 
video showing them dancing and 

OPINION

BY NICOLE LAJEUNESSE

#istandwithpewdiepie

holding a sign stating “Death to 
All Jews.” That is the summary of 
events as reported by publications 
following in the footsteps of the 
Wall Street Journal, the publication 
that originally broke  —  or some 
might say, manufactured  —  the 
story. Immediate reactions to that 
summary almost always manifest 
as discomfort and disgust.

That’s why Disney’s Maker 
Studios has severed ties with the 

creator and YouTube canceled 
his show, “Scare PewDiePie 2.” 
Given the way the press has 
portrayed Felix throughout this 
debacle, these decisions make 
sound business sense.

Polygon.com, for instance, 
writes, “Kjellberg is a young guy 
with a huge audience who loves 
laughing at his own messages 
about killing Jews, and he’s very 
upset the media isn’t willing to 

Felix “PewDiePie” Kjellberg has released several videos in response to coverage from the Wall Street Journal 
and other outlets to explain the intentions behind the original video.
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laugh along with him.” This sort of 
shallow discourse, however, com-
pletely misses the point. It’s easier 
to paint Felix as a racist and anti-
Semite for a few more outrage-fu-
eled clicks than it is to thoughtfully 
research and articulate the video’s 
context and intent.

Comparisons between Felix and 
Donald Trump are also common 
in these prime examples of yellow 
journalism. The Outline writes, 
“Taking a cue from Donald Trump, 
[Felix] thinks the media caused the 
loss of those deals and that he did 
nothing wrong.” But these com-
parisons between Felix and Trump 
are, at best, oversimplified. 

Neither needs to work very hard 
to convince people that the media 
isn’t worthy of our trust, which 
points to a larger systematic issue 
with the media apparatus itself. 
Infotainment, 24-hour news cycles 
and the constant race to secure 
more clicks and thus advertising 
revenue have lead us to question 
the integrity of our press. Skepti-
cism has become the norm, and 
no single outlet is trusted as a 
completely reliable source  —  not 
even news behemoths like the Wall 
Street Journal.

Mainstream media is under 
attack from all sides. Trump and 
Felix aren’t the only ones railing 
against it. Trump just happened 
to pick up on a growing sense of 
disillusionment that started way 
before his campaign, and he has 
been able to manipulate that disil-
lusionment to his advantage.

OPINION

PewDiePie: Artist for Our Times

I won’t downplay the horrific 
nature of the content in that Fiverr 
video. We should all be outraged 
that two people, splitting a $5 pay-
check, would create a video calling 
for genocide. 

And that’s the joke. 
Much of the coverage surround-

ing the fallout from this particu-
lar video has confused trolling 
with hate speech —  a dangerous 
conflation. There is, and must be, a 
distinction between racist rhetoric 
and cultural commentary. Felix’s 
particular brand of trolling falls 
into the latter category. 

Or from another point of view, 
this joke is actually a work of per-
formance art in which the machin-
ery of the internet is exposed and 
critiqued.

Either way, the inexcusably 
sloppy way the story has been 
reported has done no favors to 
media organizations like the Wall 
Street Journal and others looking 
to rebuild trust in their reader-
ship, especially when it comes to 
younger demographics.  

Nicole LaJeunesse is YouTuber’s Managing 
Editor.

THIS JOKE IS 
ACTUALLY A WORK 
OF PERFORMANCE 
ART IN WHICH 
THE MACHINERY 
OF THE INTERNET 
IS EXPOSED AND 
CRITIQUED.

“
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BY JEFF CHAVES

KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER
SUBSCRIBERS: 8,205,624
UPLOADS: 368
VIDEO VIEWS: 2,059,766,168
CHANNEL TYPE: ENTERTAINMENT
CREATED: OCT. 16, 2007

FOLLOWING KHS
AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER

Kurt Hugo Schneider has massed a huge YouTube following by being 
creative on a number of different levels. We caught up with the busy 

artist to find out how he got started and how he keeps it going.

As a child of the ‘80s or the 
‘90s, you’re drawn to a video 

called “Michael Jackson Medley” 
with over 34 million hits. It starts 
with a group of guys walking out 
on stage who — wait, that’s all 
the same guy! He/they sing, in 

incredible harmony, a song that 
fits together lines from practically 
every Michael Jackson hit. Amaz-
ingly, it works together perfectly 
and you wonder, “Who could have 
edited something like this?” If 
you’re in production, you think, 

“Who could have shot this so it 
fits together so seamlessly?” If you 
look to the left side of the screen, 
there’s one singer who is different 
from the rest of the bunch. He’s 
the producer and creator, Kurt 
Hugo Schneider. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/KurtHugoSchneider
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We caught up with the You-
Tube creator, who has not just 
a single multi-million hit song, 
but currently has dozens and just 
keeps producing. He even has two 
productions that have crossed 
the 100 million hit line. Kurt is 
sometime called KHS and goes by 
many titles: “Some people call me 
a producer, filmmaker, YouTuber. 
None of those titles is incorrect. I 
usually say musician.”

MUSICAL ROOTS
Kurt grew up in Blue Bell, PA and 
is the son of Laurie and Michael 
Schneider. He says music has 
always been an influence in his 
life, “When I was really little my 
parents, took me and my sister to 
ballet a lot, which obviously has a 
lot of amazing musical themes. I 
guess we used to listen to classi-

cal music growing up.” He continues, “I grew up in 
a very musical household, my sister, she’s older than 
me, is a professional pianist. My parents were never 
into music as a profession, but both are very musi-
cal people and did music when they were younger. 
Honestly, for a little bit when I was growing up, I was 
the only person in my family who didn’t play a musi-
cal instrument.”

That environment paid off be-
cause, although he was never for-
mally trained, Kurt can play almost 
every instrument. On his videos, 
you’ll often see him behind a piano 
or playing guitar, but, because he 
just thinks musically, he often will 
often use non-musical objects as 
instruments. “I just recorded a 
track the other day where I used a 
hoodie zipper and scissors as part 
of the percussion. I like to just find 
music in things that you wouldn’t 
think of as a musical instrument.” 
You can a great example of this on 
his video called “CUPS!!”, which 
has more than 43 million hits, or on 
his amazing “Pass It On,” in which 
Kurt sits at a picnic table with five 

FOLLOWING KHS
AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER

“Pass It On” fea-
tures an innovative 
use of Coke bottles 
as improvised 
instruments to give 
Kurt’s original com-
position a unique 
sound.
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other people and the music is made by hand clapping 
and passing around Coke bottles. Kurt’s a master at 
untraditional concepts. 

Growing up in the suburban Pennsylvania town, he 
met Sam Tsui. Sam is the primary singer on the “MJ 
Medley” and on many of his tracks. “I’ve known Sam 
forever. We grew up together. We lived down the 
street from each other. We went to the same middle 
school, high school and college. He was the next stop 
on the bus route.” Kurt remembers with a laugh. “We 
rode good old bus 21 at our local public school. I got 
on one stop, the bus drove down the road, and Sam 
got on the next stop. That’s how I met Sam. And we’re 
still working together to this day.”

Music surrounded Kurt, but he says that in junior 
high and high school music was just an aside. “When 
I was little, I was a nerdy, geeky math guy. I don’t 

know how many people know 
that.” He became a chess master at 
15 and went to Yale for mathemat-
ics. “I’ve read that math and music 
are related; I guess so, in some 
way. I’ve always loved math and 
I’ve always loved music. It just so 
happens that the music won out.” 

It’s also very helpful to have 
a supportive family. Kurt tells 
us that his parents have always 
encouraged him, “You hear some 
horror stories about people with 
musical aspirations whose parents 
don’t support them on their jour-
ney. They want them to become a 
doctor or whatever. That’s never 
been the case with my parents. My 
parents have always been very sup-
portive, have always been encour-
aging me to do what I love.”

YALE TO YOUTUBE
In college, Kurt began to discover 
other talents, like video produc-
tion. At Yale, he found his outlet 
for his music on YouTube. “When 
I started uploading, there weren’t 
people who were making a living 
from YouTube.” At first he had no 
idea that his songs would gain mil-
lions of viewers. 

“There were no people who 
had YouTube as a central pillar 
for their business. YouTube was 
just a destination for videos that 
you wanted to share with your 
friends.” Kurt tells us, “I was 
watching a bunch of stuff, and a 
lot of music stuff was just people 
just singing in their bedroom or 
living room. Some videos were 
quite good. I watched it and 
thought that there was a chance to 

FOLLOWING KHS
AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER

Primarily a producer, Kurt often collaborates with other signers 
and musicians, and he makes sure to have fun while doing so.
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deliver something that was a little bit more profes-
sional and that’s what I tried to do.”

Kurt wrote and played music while Sam would 
sing, but his stuff never really caught on until he 
decided to clone his friend. “I was going to do a duet 
with Sam and this girl, but the girl backed out at the 
last minute. Instead of finding another one, I said 
to Sam, ‘We could have you do both the guy and the 
girl part.’ It turned out great!” Kurt edited the video 
together so it seamlessly worked in harmony. He says 
that the video got 1000 views in the first day. “Back 
then, to us, it was really encouraging, and a lot more 
than we had expected.”

The wheels started turning, and Kurt developed 
other video ideas, like the “Michael Jackson Med-
ley” uploaded in the Fall of 2009. There were im-
mediate results, he says: “There started to be more 
people who were subscribing to our channel and 
there were more people who were following it. We 
kept uploading stuff. The numbers started to build 
up, and I think that it was then when I realized 
that there was a real opportunity here.”

He still wasn’t sure that YouTube could be the way for 
musicians to gain an audience. Most people thought of 

it as an outlet where an artist might 
get seen and discovered. “I think 
that for me, the lightbulb moment 
was when I thought YouTube itself 
could be just the outlet for us that 
we use to break into this industry.” 
So Kurt began to get even more 
creative. He did more cloning songs 
with Sam and other collaborations 
that included unique musical styles.

OPEN DOORS 
As the numbers went up, more 
opportunities came. For example, 
Kurt was asked to collaborate with 
Coca Cola in 2013 on a campaign 
called “The Sounds of Aahh”. In the 
videos, you’ll see Kurt and oth-
ers, using Coke bottles as musical 
instruments. 

But the most surprising thing 
for for him was being able to play 
music at live venues, on a month 
long tour of Asia, “I got to play 

FOLLOWING KHS
AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER

Kurt’s first and most frequent collaborator is Sam Tsui, who often performs the songs Kurt has written for the camera. Kurt and Sam 
have known each other since grade school and continue to work together today.
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some great shows, meet awesome 
fans. I’ve gotten to see the world. 
I never imaged that I’d be going, 
much less performing, in places 
like Thailand, Taiwan and India. 
Just tons of crazy places.” 

Kurt tells us that his goal right 
after college was simply to see how 
far the music could go: “I figured 
that I would just take a year and 
just focus on YouTube and videos 
and see what happens. I’m still 
here doing it. I guess it worked 
out OK” He now makes a living 
through his work, and he loves 
what he’s doing. “I love that I get 
to wake up every day, and basi-
cally think of something new and 
creative to do, then go and do it.”

His current goal is to just keep 
on creating, “I’m producing like 
seven videos a month on YouTube, 
which is significantly more than I 
used to. A year ago, it was closer to 
a video a week. A couple years ago 
it was three videos a month. I’d 
love to keep on increasing the rate” 
But he says that it’s not just about 
numbers, “My motto has always 
been ‘quantity and quality’. You 
need both. You can’t sacrifice one.” 

CREATIVE TOOLS 
In order to get that quality, Kurt 
has had to get new and better 
equipment. “Back then, I was film-
ing on little DV tape,” Kurt says 
of the “MJ Medley” days, “I didn’t 
even have a camera, I was borrow-
ing stuff from our college.” 

But eight years later, Kurt has 
moved to the West Coast and 
added to his creative toolset: “I 
use a bunch of different stuff,” he 

eplains, “My main camera is probably the [Blackmag-
ic Design] Ursa Mini right now.”

He tells us that a lot of the audio work is done right 
at home. “I record people in my house. I have a dedi-
cated recording space. I’ve got a little JVC mic that I 
record people on.” Kurt says that great audio is a key 
to what he does. “I used to primarily use Logic. Now, 
I’ve mostly switched over to a new program called 
Studio One.” 

Post-production also happens at home. “I use 
Premiere Pro. I switched over from Final Cut three or 
four years ago, and I’ve never looked back.” 

Because Kurt is all about innovation, he’s also been 
experimenting with new tools like spherical video. On 
the morning of our interview, he uploaded “Built To 
Love.” The production features Sam walking from the 
street to the stage singing while a troop of dancers 
performs all around him. Kurt tells us that they used 
a Jump rig with GoPros, but they had a challenge: “It’s 
very difficult to move the camera, because anyone 
moving it is obviously seen in the shot, as opposed to 
normal filming, where you can put the camera on a 
Stedicam rig or on a track or whatever.” So they de-
vised a lower tech solution, “We had a little rover, it’s 
kind of like an RC car, holding this camera and mov-
ing around the space.” The rover was then masked 
out for the final edit.

Kurt tells us that this is just the beginning, “I love 
360! I think it’s a really fun medium. I’m sure at 

FOLLOWING KHS
AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER
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some point we’ll be doing more 
360 stuff, definitely.”

SOUND ADVICE
What kind of advice would Kurt 
have for aspiring musicians and 
YouTubers? “Keep at it. Do what 
you love!” But he would also throw 
in that, as he did, you have to find 
something that is unique in what 
you do. “There are so many tal-
ented musicians on YouTube. So 
many amazing singers. It’s so hard 
to get started. I think what’s really 
important is finding something 
that’s a little bit different.” 

He uses his “Michael Jackson 
Medley” as an example. “We’d been 
uploading videos for a year. But the 
difference is that this video is — 
one, the arrangement is pretty cool. 
It’s a mash up of basically every 
Michael Jackson hit in three min-
utes. But on top of that, visually, it’s 
one guy cloned singing it with six 
or seven different parts. I think if I 
did that video with just Sam sing-
ing and me at a piano, it wouldn’t 
have been shared on the internet.” 
He says that you’ve got to find a 
way to stand out. That could mean 
using unique video tools or musical 
instruments like he does.

Kurt also is very much in tune 
with popular music. He wants to 
know what people are listening to: 

“I listen to a lot of pop music. Anything that is Top 40 
on the charts, I want to listen to. On top of genuinely 
loving pop music, I also want to know what people are 
listening to, what’s popping up.” This is where he finds 
his inspiration.

Additionally, he tells us that collaboration is key, “Be-
ing primarily a producer, I’m always working with other 
artists and singers. Virtually every video I put up on 
YouTube is some sort of collaboration with some other 
artist.” And he says that he would love more collabora-
tion from pop artists, “Justin Timberlake, Bruno Mars, 
Taylor Swift, if you’re reading this then hit me up!”

THE FUTURE
So where is KHS going? Of course, you can always 
expect something unique and creative, but he’s looking 
forward to performing at more live events: “I’m headed 
to India again, and traveling all over Mumbai.” Plus, 
he tells us that he’s always making videos, even when 
he’s on the road. “I’ve made and shot videos in a lot of 
different parts. When I’m traveling I make videos with 
local musical artists and singers and performers and 
YouTubers in the area. So, I always find cool stuff.” You 
can expect to see videos with a more international flair.

As long as people keep watching, Kurt is going 
to keep creating. “This is like eight years later, and 
people are still watching. People are still comment-
ing on stuff. I feel blessed. Hopefully, I’m here for 
another eight.”

You can keep up with Kurt on the web at kurthu-
goschneider.com or join the more than 8 million 
fans who subscribe to his YouTube channel, Kurt 
Hugo Schneider.  

FOLLOWING KHS
AN INTERVIEW WITH KURT HUGO SCHNEIDER

Jeff Chaves was trained in video production in the Army and has 
been involved in the industry for more than 27 years. He and his wife 
run Grace Pictures Inc.
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BY PETER BIESTERFELD

Guides: Free Learning Resources

A Guide for Video Creators

We’ve all enjoyed the fruits of 
prevailing freemium busi-

ness models practiced by online 
sellers and providers. Having shed 
free trials and limited-term offers, 
many music, entertainment and 
education portals are combining 
premium with free access to prod-
ucts and learning resources. 

Dropbox is a good freemium 
example. The popular cloud stor-
age platform offers users two 
gigabytes of free space for shar-

GUIDES

ing photos and videos. For $9.99 
a month you can upgrade to one 
terabyte of storage but if you don’t 
need that much space you can 
stick with the two-gig freebie, no 
questions asked.

The good news for video cre-
ators is that many script-to-screen 
training providers are offer-
ing outstanding free resources 
wedged in among registration and 
subscription-based content only a 
click or two away.

Free Learning Resources
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YOUTUBE CREATOR ACADEMY
If you already have a substantial YouTube footprint, 
you’re surely familiar with YouTube’s Creator Hub, 
which is hailed as “The destination for awesome 
resources to help you make great videos, find your 
audience, and grow your channel.”

The price of admission to the Hub and YouTube’s 
Creator Academy is subscribers. The more subscrib-
ers the more benefits. High level content is tied to 
your subscription numbers in these subscriber cat-
egories: 1 to 1,000, 1,000 to 10,000, 10,000 to 100,000 
and over 100,000 subscribers. 

The road to YouTube success goes through the Acade-
my’s Creators Benefits Program, which offers a rainbow 
of instructional content on how to grow your channel, 
branding, community building and monetizing.

The higher your channel’s upload activity, subscrib-
er count and watch time, the more Academy benefits 
you unlock. Such benefits include workshops near 
you, online lectures and one-on-one sessions with 
Youtube’s brightest stars. 

YouTube will teach you how to improve your output 
and grow your channel, but you have to do your part 
to keep up. 

VIMEO VIDEO SCHOOL
The other user-generated video sharing space, Vimeo 
was founded back in 2004 in New York City by a 
group of filmmakers.  

Users will be familiar with Vimeo’s Basic, Plus, Pro 
and Business memberships. Higher membership 
levels unlock higher levels of professional services, 
storage space and channel customization. Vimeo Ba-
sic is free and comes with unlimited playback band-
width and 500 megabytes of storage per week. A Basic 
membership is all you need to access Vimeo Video 
School, a rich learning portal for creators. 

Vimeo Video School resources range widely across 
filmmaking categories. Examples include complete 
courses on Adobe Premiere Pro or Apple’s Final Cut 
Pro, illustrated articles on storytelling and video dem-
onstrations of how to get the most out of your DSLR.  

The pinnacle of Vimeo Video School achievement 
is graduation to Vimeo On Demand, the download 
service available to VimeoPRO subscribers ($15 per 
month). Vimeo On Demand allows creators to distrib-
ute and sell the videos they make.

Whether creators aspire to monetization or not, 
Vimeo’s Video School is a solid training ground for 
those who want to professionalize their productions 
and grow their channels. 
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LARRY JORDAN
YouTube Channel: 41,091 subscribers - 4,386,675 views 

Popular post-production consultant and corporate 
trainer Larry Jordan grows his audiences by regularly 
posting free seminars and tutorials on his YouTube 
channel, Larry Jordan – Edit Smarter.

On his channel, L.A.-based Larry delivers a wide 
range of up-to-date video content for entry and 
mid-level video producers as well as professionals, 
including seminars on 4K  video and Final Cut Pro X, 
animated three-point lighting tutorials and webinars 
on the art of storytelling. On his website, Jordan hosts 
articles and blogs, step by step tutorials and a weekly 
free webinar on a range of technical and creative 
aspects of video production. 

When not giving away free stuff, Jordan gives 
certified training and support services for Apple and 
Adobe software, one on one, in small groups and in 
formal classroom settings. Jordan posted his day rate 
on his web site. 

 

FRENCHEL & JANISCH
YouTube Channel : 230,654 subscribers - 
22,445,851 views

Headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany, self-trained 
commercial video producers Marcel Fenchel and 
Moritz Janisch specialize in DSLR video production 
and training.

The Fenchel & Janisch YouTube channel is popu-
lated with mostly short and snappy video tutorials. 
Although their primary business is selling com-
mercial video production and consulting services, 
Fenchel and Janisch have a keen interest in teaching 
their DSLR filmmaking skills to both beginning and 
advanced creators. 

DSLR-related video reviews of new products and 
how-to video demonstrations enrich the Fenchel and 
Janish collection of free instructional videos. They of-
fer powerful illustrations of concepts and techniques 
that cover lenses and exposure, sliders and the latest 
in stabilization gear, shooting time-lapse and post-
production workflows.

If you’ve made a commitment to shooting video 
with a DSLR, Frenchel & Janisch is a go-to portal for 
learning how to get started and how to raise the pro-
duction values of your videos.

GUIDES
Free Learning Resources

THE FENCHEL & JANISCH 
YOUTUBE CHANNEL IS 
POPULATED WITH MOSTLY 
SHORT AND SNAPPY 
VIDEO TUTORIALS.

“
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VIDEOCREATORS TV
YouTube Channel: 250,000 subscribers - 17 million views

In the introductory video to his YouTube channel, 
VideoCreators TV, Tim Schmoyer explains his mis-
sion: “Teaching YouTubers how to build communities 
around their content.” 

Schmoyer’s brand includes prolific weekly video 
output and polished production values. VideoCre-
ators TV, says Schmoyer, helps YouTubers navigate 
“the business that surrounds your channel.” In hun-
dreds of video tutorials Schmoyer shares his YouTube 
leveraging tips and tricks.

YOUTUBER MAGAZINE 
(SHAMELESS PLUG!)
This fledgling digital mag was cooked up by editors 
at Videomaker magazine in the fall of 2016. The key 
ingredients: In-depth interviews with star creators, 
step-by-step how-to articles and insider opinion — all 
richly illustrated.

“YouTuber’s mission is to support online video 
creators at all levels,” goes the introductory blurb on 
the digital mag’s web site.  “From those with a million 
subscribers to those with a hundred.” 

The mag’s writers, who are YouTube creators them-
selves, riff on wide-ranging YouTube topics — cam-
era performance, writing sketch comedy, setting up a 
green screen, lighting product videos and more.

Subscription to YouTuber is free, and it’s a promis-
ing online resource for video creators of all stripes.

GUIDES
Free Learning Resources

VIDEOMAKER
YouTube Channel: 150,847 subscribers - 
18,494,850 views

With a monthly circulation of over 50,000, Video-
maker is the number one national consumer maga-
zine for video creators and enthusiasts.

YouTuber’s parent publication has been in the 
video education business since 1986 when publisher 
Matthew York first launched “the magazine for video 
camera users.” The camcorder revolution was in full 
swing, and Videomaker magazine fed the hunger of 
starved-for-instruction camcorder shooters.

Videomaker’s YouTube channel broadcasts free 
video tutorials on all aspects of motion picture 
production. The channel carries over the mag’s long 
tradition of publishing hands-on product reviews on 
the latest hardware and software and other technical 
stuff, some of which involves audio meters and video 
scopes. Whether you’re an online or offline video cre-
ator, Videomaker.com is a must-stop learning portal.

YOUTUBER’S PARENT 
PUBLICATION HAS BEEN 
IN THE VIDEO EDUCATION 
BUSINESS SINCE 1986.

“
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A seasoned script-to-screen television and video producer and trainer, Peter Biesterfeld is a non-fiction storyteller spe-
cializing in documentary, current affairs, reality television and educational production.

GUIDES
Free Learning Resources

OTHER NOTABLE PORTALS TO FREE LEARNING RESOURCES: 

Film Courage
YouTube Channel: 68,130 subscribers 7,424,097 views
Over 3100 videos  of “shared stories and wisdom from the world of independent film. – 
interviews, articles, podcasts & more 

THiNK Media TV
YouTube Channel: 182,023 subscribers 9,147,619 views.
“On this YouTube channel you will find weekly tech, video gear, lighting, and audio 
gear reviews and tutorials.” - channel owner Sean Cannell.

DSLR Video Shooter
YouTube Channel: 131,023 subscribers 8,660,407 views
“The place to find the best gear and techniques for making your videos better.”

Film Riot
YouTube Channel: 1,021,276 subscribers 124,426,688 views
“Film Riot is a how-to trip through filmmaking from the hyper-active mind of Ryan 
Connolly - under-the-radar geeks exploring the art of filmmaking in a way you’ve 
never seen.”

KingTutsPro
YouTube Channel: 135,953 subscribers 14,048,165 views
“This channel is dedicated to providing you with easy tutorials including Final Cut Pro 
X, iMovie, Photoshop, and Illustrator CS6.”

Robert Rodriguez – Ten Minute Film School 
YouTube: views: 180,545
“Fast, cheap and in-control.” DIY classic El Mariachi director Robert Rodriguez schools 
the next generation of lo-no budget indie filmmakers.   

MakeUseOf – Technology Simplified
YouTube Channel: 109,920 subscribers 6,845,418 views
“Our missions is to help users deconstruct the world of technology and gadgets. 
Demystifying and bringing understanding to all things techie from safely taking 
apart a microwave oven technology taking out the fear factor and embracing our 
devices.”

NextWaveDV
YouTube Channel: 74,801 subscribers 8,433,943 views
“Improve your skills in producing, directing, lighting, editing, animation and more.”
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BY ERIN VIERRA

Guides: Innovative Storytelling on Youtube

In a rapidly changing world, storytelling and narratives have not disappeared or gone away. 
Instead, they have moved into a new and easily accessible venue. Where can you find these awe-
some new narratives? Explore the unique channels on YouTube. 

Storytelling has unfurled in 
many shapes and forms 

throughout human history. From 
the oral tradition to the written 
word, narratives are a means of 
sharing experiences. Everyone has 
a story to tell as a way to enlighten 
and to inspire. When telling a 
story, what’s important isn’t 
always the words but the overarch-

GUIDES

ing message itself and how one 
chooses to present it. 

The human voice is just waiting to 
be heard and shared. However, peo-
ple have different outlets to express 
themselves. Whether it’s through 
writing, photography, art or video, 
people have many options — but the 
one that is becoming widely acces-
sible is the use of YouTube. Some of 

“It has been said that next to 
hunger and thirst, our most 
basic human need is for 
storytelling.” 
- Khalil Gibran

our most powerful storytellers are 
our filmmakers, and the birth of 
YouTube has allowed filmmakers to 
explore exciting new ways to fulfill a 
very ancient human need.

When YouTube was first intro-
duced back in February of 2005, no 
one could foresee the power it would 
have on the world. What began as a 
place to watch funny cat videos has 
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turned into a cultural phenomenon. 
According to YouTube statistics, 
there are over a billion users, which 
reflects one-third of all people on the 
internet. That’s one billion people 
who all have a story to share, and 
the reason behind the narratives is 
always the same: to inspire, educate 
or entertain. 

YouTube has given people, pre-
dominantly young adults, a plat-
form to share their story in a for-
mat that is familiar to them. Since 
many young people are driven by 
the validation of their peers, You-
Tube is the perfect venue. Internet 
natives have found themselves in 
an unique situation. Their whole 
lives take place in the public arena 
of the internet, so it follows that 
their stories would also be shared 
online. Their stories are told, not 
on the written page, but through a 
small screen bursting with life and 
vigor. They feel validated with every 
video posted, every comment liked 
and every picture shared. They feel 
like their intimate narratives are 
being heard and understood. 

YouTube has given rise to unique 
storytellers, filmmakers who have 
used the form to tell their own 
stories in a way that makes sense 
to them. The videos posted vary in 
concept, but they all have one thing 
in common; they take storytelling 
to a new dimension. Aspiring film-
makers have taken to the YouTube 
stage with enthusiasm, starting 
their careers on the small format. 
YouTube is an ideal place to gain 
audiences while building a portfo-
lio. Since videos on YouTube tend 
to be short in length, filmmakers 
have the ability to upload multiple 

shorts that showcase their talents 
as filmmakers. Not only can aspir-
ing filmmakers share their stories, 
they can unite with other filmmak-
ers and share advice and tricks that 
will help each other succeed. 

With one billion users striving 
to be seen on Youtube, there are 
a few channels that have made 
themselves unique. These channels 
showcase the very essence of what 
makes storytelling an art form. 
They push the boundaries of story-
telling and narrative through film.  

PONYSMASHER 
David Sandberg, better known as 
Ponysmasher, joined YouTube in 
2006 and has approximately thirty 
videos to his name. His channel is 
a mix of animation, instructional 
videos and shorts. He uses his 
YouTube Channel to showcase 
his ability to scare people with his 
short films. David also helps out 
future filmmakers by revealing his 

production secrets with easy to 
follow tutorial videos.

Scrolling through his videos 
and reading the comments that 
his fans post, it’s easy to see how 
invested in his audience David is. 
Whenever someone asks a ques-
tion about a certain film tech-
nique, he immediately answers. 
He may be a filmmaker, but David 
knows that his fans are important 
and that engaging with them is 
vital to his channel’s success. 

His first short film, “Lights Out,” 
became a theatrical film of the 
same name and was released in 
2016. David has taken his skill of 
frightening people into a success-
ful career due, in part, to the short 
films that he has released to his 
fans on YouTube. 

TOM SMITH 
Another YouTube storyteller who 
illustrates a unique narrative arc 
is Tom Smith, an award winning 

ponysmasher
Subscribers: 112,319
Uploads: 39
Video Views: 29,396,241

Lights Out

http://www.youtube.com/user/ponysmasher
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filmmaker who started his chan-
nel back in 2013 with his inspiring 
short films. His powerful content 
showcases intimate portrayals of 
depression, mental illness, grief 
and domestic abuse, to name a few. 

Videos like these are meant to 
educate viewers, to open our eyes 
to the inner demons that drive his 
characters. The narration is heart-
breaking with his up-close camera 
work and music that drives audi-
ence emotion. It’s difficult to look 
away. Smith’s films start off slowly, 
but as the music rises, so does the 
drama. The audience is drawn into 
the tormented characters. 

DANCE SHORT FILMS 
Imagine a story told, not with 
words, but through the art of 
dance. Dance Short Films is a 
unique channel because the vid-
eos reveal their stories with music 
and dance. Like music videos, 
these short films capture a nar-
rative using dance to tell a story. 
The choreography is beautiful 

and mesmerizing. With music, 
the narrative is enthralling and 
showcases what artful storytelling 
can accomplish. The channel uses 
dance to tell fascinating stories; 
each movement, each musical 
note brings viewers into a world 
they may have only imagined. 

BUZZFEEDVIOLET
BuzzFeedViolet was created in 
August of 2014 as an offshoot of 
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Buzzfeed proper. Like the site, 
BuzzFeedViolet is an entertaining 
channel that combines relatable 
content in short films. The engag-
ing videos are stories that deal 
with commonplace issues, as well 
as issues regarding pop culture. 
The characters that fill this chan-
nel are vibrant and have their own 
unique personalities that people 
can easily relate to. Without 
characters to relate with, stories 
are hard engage in. Therefore, it 
is these characters that makes this 
channel distinctive. 

MYHARTO
Hannah Hart is one of the inter-
net’s most prolific vloggers on 
YouTube. She’s a comedian and 
writer who took her web series and 
made a career of it. Her channel is 
one that’s both inspiring and enter-
taining to watch. Hannah started 
her channel by doing a segment 
she calls “My Drunk Kitchen” and 
from there, her fame exploded. Her 
vibrant personality has brought 
fans from all over the world. What 

Tom Smith
Subscribers: 5,740
Uploads: 13
Video Views: 2,018,107

DanceShortFilms
Subscribers: 5,846
Uploads: 28
Video Views: 897,736

Smoke

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWx4Zb7MWGXM7mXUp61nLYA
https://www.youtube.com/user/DanceShortFilms
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makes Hannah’s channel unlike 
the rest is her optimistic view of life 
and how relatable she is to her fans.

BROKE 
Early last year, YouTube offered 
up a new monthly subscription 
that allows its subscribers specific 
benefits such as no ads, offline 
viewing, as well as listening to 
videos while the screen is off. The 
subscription was once known as as 
YouTube Music Key. It’s since been 
renamed to Youtube Red. 

What makes Youtube Red excit-
ing is that it showcases some of 
what makes YouTube the place for 
storytellers and that is its original 
content. Certain YouTube stars 
who have found their niche on the 
platform have added their original 
style to series and movies for their 
fans by allowing them to expand 
stories and entertain subscribers. 

One of the original series being 
offered with the subscription is a 
series called “Broke” starring one 
of the players in BuzzFeedViolet. 
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BuzzFeedViolet
Subscribers: 2,968,488
Uploads: 374
Video Views: 979,849,794

MyHarto
Subscribers: 2,518,597
Uploads: 571
Video Views: 268,064,150

From start to finish, “Broke” tells 
a story about three friends who 
move to Los Angeles trying to ful-
fill their dreams. 

It could easily be interpreted as 
a coming of age story. The writing 
on the series is smart and enter-
taining. The dialogue between 
characters is millennial speak that 

brings in the target audience. With 
a short running time, “Broke” tells 
its story and draws viewer in.

MORE STORIES, PLEASE
YouTube has evolved from cat vid-
eos into a worldwide phenomenon 
that has altered the way we tell sto-
ries. What started out as a place to 
waste time has turned into a venue 
where people can create and share. 
Aspiring filmmakers have found a 
setting that engages their artistic 
need to tell narratives. They reach 
out with their life stories and find 
people with whom to connect — a 
connection that can sometimes be 
lacking elsewhere. We all have a 
voice and a story just waiting to be 
told. With YouTube in your hands, 
you only need to find your own 
story, your own narrative and your 
own voice.  

Erin Vierra is a recent Chico State graduate 
in Media Design and Communications. She is 
a freelance writer for Videomaker magazine. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/buzzfeedviolet
https://www.youtube.com/user/MyHarto
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GAMING
How to Add Depth to Your  
YouTube Gaming Channel
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BY JORDAN MAISON

It’s a double-edged sword as 
hundreds of new games arrive 

every year, there’s no shortage of 
content for people to get started 
with their own game videos and 
channels. The problem is trying 
to make sure you’re not lost in the 
crowd. To that end, diversifying 
and expanding the type of gam-
ing content your channel offers is 
a vital element in ensuring your 
channel’s growth.

GAMING
How to Add Depth to Your YouTube  
Gaming Channel

The gaming industry is increasingly in the public eye thanks to the rise of eSports and streaming 
channels online. This growing attention is a great thing for long-time gamers and those looking to 
capitalize on the trend.

GAMING

WHY DIVERSIFY?
With consoles bringing built-
in features for streaming and 
recording, starting a gaming 
channel is easier than ever. With 
every new game release, you can 
find thousands of videos online 
from gamers currently play-
ing. Posting videos on the same 
games as everyone else isn’t go-
ing to help you earn more sub-
scribers or revenue.

One of the primary reasons you 
need to diversify is also one of the 
simplest: games will go out of style. 
Regardless of how popular a title 
is at launch, the game industry is 
constantly evolving. New games 
are always on the horizon and 
online titles could be shut down at 
any given time.

To combat this staleness, it’s 
important to vary your content 
and not simply stick to the latest 

LET’S PLAY
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BRANCHING OUT
Changing your channel’s content 
might initially seem off-putting to 
your current subscribers. As you 
shift the types of videos you create, 
it’s important to ensure you’re not 
alienating viewers you already 
have. The key to this isn’t so much 
reinventing the wheel as it is find-
ing a niche you can fill knowledge-
ably and consistently.

Peruse the gaming videos avail-
able and see what’s missing. Are 
there any gaps in the coverage you 
find? What are some of the videos 
you, personally, want to watch? 
Answering these questions will 
provide fresh, new content ideas 
to your audience while staying 
within your area of experience.

GAMING

How to Add Depth to Your YouTube Gaming Channel

releases or whatever happens to 
be popular at the moment. That’s 
not to say you should ignore those 
more popular titles, but don’t build 
all your content on flavor-of-the-
month games. When slow periods 
hit in the gaming market, you’ll be 
scrambling for content and view-
ers will turn elsewhere. Moreso, 
the general Let’s Play format has 
saturated the market, making it 
hard for streamers to stand out 
amongst the crowd. 

While this type of gaming 
video is initially what made the 
genre popular on YouTube, Let’s 
Play has lost its uniqueness over 
the years. Say a person is sub-
scribed to multiple gaming chan-
nels who all post Let’s Play videos 
for the latest release. If you post a 
video for the same game, that per-
son isn’t going to subscribe to your 
channel for things they can already 
find in their subscription feed.

Let’s Plays are still good content 
for your current subscribers and 
makes you look current and up-to-
date, but they’re no longer the key 
to growth they once were. If you’re 
not giving viewers variety, you’re 
limiting the potential of your 
channel. Not to mention, different 
content will open new doors and 
revenue streams. 

Trying new things can also gar-
ner the attention of other game de-
velopers and manufacturers who 
might be willing to work with you 
on giveaways, sponsored content 
or exclusives, thus helping spread 
your channel’s influence.

There’s an abundance of content 
on popular games like Skyrim and 
Minecraft, but you can still make 
successful videos on these if you 
look for a unique approach.
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As everyone else is doing videos 
on the latest releases, you could 
do videos about similar games  
—  matching genre, gameplay, 
tone, etc.  —  presenting them as 
alternatives for those unable to 
pick up new releases or looking 
for something similar to play once 
they’ve finished. This allows you 
to craft content towards popular 
games and releases without limit-
ing yourself.

Other videos could dive into 
various aspects of the industry, 
keeping the focus on games with-
out being beholden to any specific 
title or genre. Top lists, gaming 
history or spotlight videos allow 
for more personal flourishes, help-
ing you to stand out even more. 
Something along the lines of a 
talk show wherein you discuss the 
latest trends in gaming along with 
news recaps or quick reviews is 
also a great option.

The scripted nature of these vid-
eos makes it easier to plan things 
out on a broader timeline, giving 
you the chance to ensure a consis-
tent schedule of new and engag-
ing content independent of game 
releases. During slow periods 
throughout the year, these videos 
will keep your channel fresh.

If you want to stick with a Let’s 
Play format for your channel, you 
can still diversify by highlighting 
lesser-known gaming gems from 
the past or games from other parts 
of the world. 

Personalize things further by 
focusing on games from your 
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childhood, recounting your memo-
ries as you play or revisiting some 
of the titles you were never able to 
conquer growing up.

In this way, you’re keeping the 
format you’re comfortable with 
while still presenting it through 
a different lens for  your viewers. 
While it’s still a basic play-through 
video, the personal perspective 
makes it feel unique and different 
for audiences.

While it’s easier to play the same 
popular games over and over, your 
channel with likely grow stagnant 
and growth will eventually become 
non-existent. Branch out and 
show the gaming world what you 
can do.  

Jordan Maison is a video editor and VFX art-
ist who’s been working in the industry for a 
number of years. He’s done web featurettes 
for Disney and edits/writes content for video 
game and movie websites.

TOP LISTS, 
GAMING 
HISTORY OR 
SPOTLIGHT 
VIDEOS ALLOW 
FOR MORE 
PERSONAL 
FLOURISHES, 
HELPING YOU 
STAND OUT 
EVEN MORE.

“
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BEAUTY
Defining Beauty Online
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Beauty standards, and the representations thereof, have been shaped by greed and prejudice for centu-
ries longer than any of us have been blotting lipstick. For Western media in particular, the image of a thin 
white woman has dominated the mainstream to a propaganda-like extent.

Countries around the world have suf-
fered from the proliferation of Western-

defined standards of beauty: A 1998 study 
showed that high school girls in Fiji devel-
oped eating disorders at a much higher 
pace after American television shows began 
broadcasting there.

Even Vogue’s recent “diversity” issue was 
heavily criticized for a cover featuring more 
white models than models of color, and no 
dark-skinned models at all. The cover did 
have one-plus sized model, but the rest were 
typically skinny and tall. As the peak of hy-
pocrisy, this “diversity” issue had a spread of 
a white model in yellow face, appropriating 
the imagery of Japanese geishas. Just from 
these few glossy pages of one magazine issue, 
it’s clear that the beauty and fashion indus-
tries have a long way to go before they can 
say that they truly represent the populace.

Digital media has usually been perceived as 
the thriving alternative to mainstream media. 
On a small scale, this effect can be seen in 
the flourishing of communities around niche 
interests, while more diverse shows on Netflix 
and Hulu in comparison to cable are a larger 
boon. In the realm of beauty, the people and 
styles not represented in traditional outlets 
have room to prosper online. There are still 
barriers to digital platforms, of course, since 

BEAUTY

BEAUTY
Defining Beauty Online

BY RHIANNON MCGAVIN

https://www.youtube.com/user/TheGeekyBlonde
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a person needs a camera, editing 
equipment and internet access at 
the very least to be a creator. 

Modern beauty blogging alone 
cannot reform the industry  — 
never mind thousands of years of 
cultural bias  —  but for now, these 
creators serve an important pur-
pose in portraying their personal 
definitions of beauty. These defini-
tions are not necessarily alternate 
forms of beauty; they have just 
existed without cameras in front 
of them or a billion-dollar industry 
behind them. When beauty enthu-
siasts are in charge of their own 
lenses, they can control what im-
ages to project for a more positive 
and gorgeous atmosphere overall. 
Diversity obviously means far more 
than choosing between a cat-eye or 
cut-crease, so below are just a few 
examples of super cool, super posi-
tive beauty enthusiasts making the 
web more glam.

JACKIE AINA
A licensed cosmetologist of Nigeri-
an descent, Jackie Aina has vowed, 
according to her channel page, to 
change the “standard of beauty, 
one tutorial at a time”. She’s taken 
big cosmetic brands to task for not 
having a full range of foundations 
and performing poorly on darker 
skin. In her own collaborations 
with brands, she always makes 
sure that the product looks great 
on everyone.

NYMA TANG
The dearth of diverse foundation 
products, taking undertones and 

BEAUTY

Defining Beauty Online

Jackie Aina makes it a point to work with products that look great on 
everyone and to call out brands that need to do better.

Nyma Tang makes beauty more accessible with tips for great afford-
able makeup products for darker skintones.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0YPj25m39o&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jlv6-MsJc4Q
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skin type into account, is no secret. 
Even when there are functional 
products, it’s hard for people to 
test the shades themselves. That’s 
a big part of the reason vloggers 
like Nyma Tang are so important! 
In one typical video for her chan-
nel, she details affordable products 
for dark skin.

CLAIRE MARSHALL AND 
DASHA KIM
As with different skin tones, it’s 
harder to find tutorials for mono-
lid eyes in mainstream beauty-
focused media. Luckily, there are 
artists like Claire Marshall and 
Dasha Kim to help out!

TATYANA ALI
It’s disappointing that so many 
lifestyle platforms assume their 
viewers have the same sort of hair, 
and thus only suggest styles for 
straight, thin, non-textured fol-
licles. Happily, Youtube is just one 
of the many platforms that serve 
to broadcast diversity, with tricks 
for cute looks and helpful products 

Defining Beauty Online
BEAUTY

Monolid makeup tutorials are rare in most beauty publications, so cre-
ators like Dasha Kim and Claire Marshall are filling in the gap.

Not all hair styles work for all types of hair. Tatyana Ali provides options  
for people with underrepresented hair types.

IT’S 
DISAPPOINTING 
THAT SO MANY 
LIFESTYLE 
PLATFORMS 
ASSUME THEIR 
VIEWERS HAVE 
THE SAME SORT OF 
HAIR.

“

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2edvt_vtHE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGeQk12i1bY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Pof_b_d1u0
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all around! For example, Tatyana 
Ali has some nice preppy styles, 
perfect for back-to-school!

HEYITSFEIII
While some magazines touch on 
the topic of acne, it’s usually in a 
way that’s more pretty than useful; 
it becomes more of a quirky trait 
than something educational. Like, 
I am sure that these flawlessly 
beautiful supermodels have secret 
tricks for banishing a zit over-
night or whatever, but the average 
person doesn’t really have a paid 
facialist or free luxury products. 
That’s why I personally really like 
Fei’s videos! She tests masks and 
tools, demonstrates practical 
tricks for covering up spots, and 
never shies away from the pimply 
task at hand.

INGRID NILSEN
Even when creators aren’t neces-
sarily talking about makeup, an 
insight into their daily lives can 

Defining Beauty Online
BEAUTY

Though acne is extremely common, it’s not often talked about seriously 
in traditional makeup tutorials. Fortunately, heyitsfeiii is here to help.

Ingrid Nilsen offers encouragement and support to her LGBTQ+ viewers 
by defying the heteronormative beauty narrative.

EVEN WHEN 
CREATORS 
AREN’T 
TALKING ABOUT 
MAKEUP, AN 
INSIGHT INTO 
THEIR LIVES 
CAN PROVIDE 
A VALUABLE 
PERSPECTIVE.

“

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4bmlNkHdMc&t=311s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDe0MSvtsT4&t=1s
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provide a valuable perspective. For 
instance, Ingrid Nilsen was one of 
the first female makeup vloggers 
to come out, offering important 
representation and sincerity in the 
extremely heteronormative beauty 
world. It also makes her date night 
tutorials even better!

J ALAHI, SOOTHINGSISTA 
& KAYA EMPIRE
For basically October through De-
cember, the web is saturated with 
Christmas makeup tutorials. Not 
that there’s anything wrong with 
that — although, geez, the timing 
— but other religions and cultures 
do exist! I might have my own 
lipstick picked out for latkes, but 
it’s still so cool to see people like J. 
Alahi get glam for Eid, Stephanie 
and her friends party for the Lunar 
New Year or Kaya Empire blend 
out her eyeshadow for an Indian 
wedding reception.

THAT ISN’T ALL
And this is just a small sample 
of the way that modern vloggers 
define beauty! Perhaps the most 
common trait of these beauty 
bloggers, aside from appreciat-
ing cosmetics, is a level of hon-
esty not necessarily depicted in 
traditional mediums. Thanks to 
the accessibility of the platform, 
anyone can elucidate their own 
form of beauty.  

Defining Beauty Online

Rhiannon McGavin began making YouTube 
videos when she was 12, and continues to 
use the platform to discuss art, literature, and 
lipstick. She interned for 2 years at RED Stu-
dios in Los Angeles, and is also the current 
Youth Poet Laureate of the city.

BEAUTY

SoothingSista, Kaya Empire and J ALAHI (top to bottom) are just a 
few creators who feature beauty tutorials that fall outside the dominant 
culture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQDAnoC30cw&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhOQUMI060o&t=335s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTtTBt0-EHY&t=3s
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Success Isn’t Just About Subscriber Count
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Success Isn’t Just About Subscriber Count

Success in the online video world is often seen as a race to gain as large of a following 
as possible. However, success on YouTube isn’t always defined by subscriber-count alone.

So you love making videos. You 
shoot some footage of your 

town, or your friends or a rant on 
your webcam. You edit the video 
and post it on YouTube where the 
internet-dwelling world can see it. 
A week passes and you find that 
your video has garnered 12 views 
and a single comment; “Nice video!” 
You feel dejected. You keep at it 
anyway, shooting things and edit-
ing. You have fun with the creative 
process, and you learn a few tricks 
along the way — how to adjust the 

lighting on a dark shot, how to 
compose better shots, how to add  
transitions that look smooth. Most 
important, you keep uploading. 

Slowly, your videos gain some 
views, although that one cover of a 
popular song you did seems to be 
getting the bulk of the attention 
while all your other more original 
endeavors get overlooked. Is your 
YouTube channel a success?

Once synonymous with out-
comes or results, success has 
come to be associated with fame 

and fortune. A quick web-search 
of the word will turn up scads 
of results in the form of motiva-
tional speeches, how-to guides 
and secret formulas. This means 
that if you, in our hypothetical 
scenario, find that you do indeed 
desire to gain wealth, favor, 
and/or eminence, then there are 
hundreds of hours of video and 
text for you to peruse in pursuit 
of this goal.

But while many on YouTube seek 
fame, maybe that’s not what you 
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want from your YouTube chan-
nel. Maybe it’s a simple matter of 
personal enjoyment. Maybe it’s 
a way for you to share a piece of 
your life with relatives or friends. 
Maybe you make videos to educate. 
Maybe you started out creating 
as a hobby, but got interested in 
monetization along the way.

Success, by definition, means 
obtaining a favorable outcome. It 
follows that the terms of success 
are dependent on what you con-
sider to be favorable. There are ide-
als of success handed to us every 
day, every hour. These often have 
to do with numbers like subscriber 
count, advertising revenue or 
views. While these measurements 
of success can be appealing, how 
real are they to you? No one can 
define what success means to you, 
except perhaps yourself.

What’s the most interesting 
video you’ve seen on YouTube 
recently? If it’s something you 
watched more than a week ago, 
what about the video made it stick 
in your mind? There’s something 
to be said for content that leaves a 
lasting impression, but that’s easy 
to overlook in the sea of prank vid-
eos and best-of Vine compilations.

There are pitfalls to formulating 
your projects around the subscrib-
er-count model of success, as well. 
While there is no doubt that a large 
following can give you motivation 
and support, having that number 
looming can also restrict your inde-
pendence as a creator. In addition, 

SUPER-NICHE

Success Isn’t Just About Subscriber Count

there are other ways of getting sup-
port and feedback without staking 
everything on view counts. Finding 
a niche audience within a small 
but vibrant community can be just 
as rewarding as getting likes from 
thousands of anonymous fans. You 
can also make it less of a virtual 
affair, showing your videos to your 
real-world dwellers or having group 
screenings of your creations.

YouTube is a communal ex-
perience. There’s no other place 
where you can find such a jaw-
dropping array of videos from 
so many different sources. The 
experimental movie “Life in a 
Day” set out to harness this sea of 
voices by editing together footage 
shot across the globe in a 24-hour 
period. YouTube reaction videos 
garner great attention and show 
that we are interested in one 
another’s responses and in being 
part of a larger social conversa-

tion. Although Google has done 
away with the unpopular video 
response feature, there’s noth-
ing stopping you from riffing on 
videos from other creators.

Try writing down a list of 
things that you, as a YouTube 
creator, consider the marks of 
success. Go through your list and 
trace the origin of each item. 
Where did that idea of success 
come from? Is it still relevant for 
you? Are there ways in which you 
can reach that outcome that you 
haven’t considered?

If you need inspiration, get it 
from your fellow creators. Sub-
scriptions and recommendations 
are wonderful, but you can also 
find new and offbeat videos by 
searching YouTube channels. It’s 
a vast landscape to explore if you 
know how to look.  

Arthur Lance is an avid writer and film enthu-
siast.
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BUSINESS
How Choosing Collaboration  
Over Competition Grows Your Channel
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Growing your YouTube channel 
can sometimes seem like an uphill 
battle. While pushing a cart. With 
an elephant in it. You’ve already 
tried many suggested growth 
tactics, including posting on the 
days your audience tends to watch 
more video content and creating 
catchy thumbnails they can’t resist 
clicking. Despite your efforts, your 
channel’s subscribers and growth 
have plateaued, and you don’t 
know what to do next.

The answer may be simpler 
than you realize: create collabora-
tion videos.

Collaborations are one of, if not 
the most effective way to increase 
your channel’s subscribers and can 
bring new eyes to your brand by 
reaching untapped audiences. Tim 

Schmoyer, founder of YouTube 
training site videocreators.com, 
says of collaborations, “If you do 
them well and do them right, they 
can be the fastest way to grow a 
YouTube channel, hands-down.”

WHY COLLABORATIONS 
ARE SO EFFECTIVE
Schmoyer believes the number 
one reason collaborations are 

BY BREE BROUWER

important is that they can be the 
foundation for long-lasting rela-
tionships with other creators. “To 
me, that has been by far the most 
valuable thing of any collabora-
tion,” Schmoyer explained. He said 
while exposure is always good, you 
never know what bigger projects or 
opportunities might develop down 
the road from a friendship that 
started from a collaboration video.

BUSINESS

BUSINESS
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Over Competition Grows Your Channel

How Choosing Collaboration Over Competition Grows Your Channel

Tim Schmoyer, founder 
of YouTube training site 
videocreators.com
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Another reason collaboration 
is a powerful channel growth 
strategy is its promise of expo-
sure. “The idea is that you get 
to appear in front of someone 
else’s audience, and it’s a group 
of people who are already active 
on YouTube, actively subscribing 
and watching channels and so 
you get to appear in front of that 
audience,” explains Schmoyer. 
“If they like it, they go and check 
you out.”

When your channel and brand 
are exposed to a wider audience, 
you’re also far more likely to 
acquire new subscribers and build 
your fan base. And this benefit 
goes both ways; part of the beauty 
of collaborating is that it can help 
all creators by sharing subscriber 
bases and in turn growing each 
channel involved in the video.  

“The one great thing that You-
Tube does that the major industry 
doesn’t do is the ‘rising tide lifts 
up all boats’ ecosystem, which is 
what we’re fostering here on You-
Tube,” said musician and YouTube 
creator Peter Hollens, who has 
collaborated with creators like 
Lindsey Stirling, Mike Tompkins 
and Sam Tsui.

Another reason to collaborate is 
that it can make your channel have 
more depth. If you approach a 
collaboration with the intention of 
providing value to your partner’s 
channel, they will likely return the 
favor and provide your subscrib-
ers with information or content 
they’ve not seen before. Channels 
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thrive when collaborators both 
complement and supplement each 
other’s content.

THE MAIN OBJECTION TO 
COLLABORATIONS
If creating collaboration videos 
with other creators is such a great 
way of growing your channel and 
expanding its reach, why don’t 
more creators seem to team up to 
create new content? 

The truth is many creators view 
their peers as competition. Instead 
of seeing all the opportunities by 
partnering with others, these wary 
video creators can only see collabo-
rations as a threat to their channel, 
their brand and their audience. 
They believe other creators and 
their media empires are some-
thing to challenge, not promote.

But this mindset is incorrect. 
When you partner with another 
video creator, you have the op-

Tim Schmoyer sees collaboration as a great way to build valuable rela-
tionships with other creators.

WHEN YOUR 
CHANNEL AND 
BRAND ARE 
EXPOSED TO A 
WIDER AUDI-
ENCE, YOU’RE 
MORE LIKELY TO 
ACQUIRE NEW 
SUBSCRIBERS.

“
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portunity to not only create new 
content with a like-minded indi-
vidual, but also place your channel 
in front of new audiences who 
may then click that important sub-
scribe button. Few other YouTube 
channel growth strategies can 
claim this same return on invest-
ment and time.

EXAMPLES OF 
WELL-EXECUTED 
COLLABORATIONS
Fortunately for you, thousands of 
collaboration videos exist to study 
and learn from. Hollens notes col-
laboration videos are “rampant” 
across musicians’ channels on 
YouTube, but if your channel is 
not primarily focused on melodies, 
here are some other examples of 
well-executed collaborations to 
check out:

Devinsupertramp and Shaycarl
These two YouTube stars teamed 
up to film a heart-pounding rope 
swing through a canyon. Each 
creator provided their own take on 
the event, with Devinsupertramp 
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Devinsuper-
tramp and 
Shaycarl shared 
two different 
perspectives 
from a single 
adrenaline-
pumped event.

Epic Meal Time’s Harley Morenstein and RocketJump’s Freddie Wong each made a video that incorporated 
their own interests into the other channel’s theme.

showing off his signature action-inspired shots and 
Shaycarl providing a behind-the-scenes clip so audi-
ences of both channels would see something new in 
each video. 

Epic Meal Time and Freddie Wong
Epic Meal Time’s Harley Morenstein appeared in 
a video on Wong’s RocketJump channel to help ex-
plain the power of visual effects editing. Meanwhile, 
Wong cooked up a delicious breakfast burrito with 
his brother in a cross-promotion video for Moren-
stein’s channel. 
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Bree Brouwer is a professional journalist, 
copywriter, and content marketer specializ-
ing in online video and digital media.  
She possibly watches lots of YouTube.

Peter Hollens and Lindsey Stirling
This same video appears on both 
creators’ channels, and the col-
laboration turned out to be very 
beneficial for Hollens. “Lindsey 
opened up her entire audience to 
my work... and it was an enor-
mous turning point in both my 
life and career,” he said, noting 
his subscriber base quadrupled 
from 25,000 to 100,000 subscrib-
ers over the next three months. 
“But most importantly it was 
what that collaboration taught 
me: that seeing my peers as col-
laborators and not competition 
was the name of the game.”

Peter Hollens quadrupled his subscriber base after making a collaboration video with Lindsey Stirling that 
was shared to both Hollens’ and Stirling’s channels.

If you haven’t utilized collabo-
ration as a growth strategy on 
your channel yet, don’t wait. You 
can start by taking YouTube’s  
official lesson on collaboration, 
or by purchasing Schmoyer’s 
course on accelerating your 
channel growth. 

The sooner you view fellow 
YouTube creators as collaborators 
instead of competition, the sooner 
you’ll start to see measurable 
growth on your channel.  

IF  YOU HAVEN’T 
UTILIZED 
COLLABORATION 
AS A GROWTH 
STRATEGY YET, 
DON’T WAIT.

“
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VLOGS
5 Mistakes New Vloggers Make
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In the world of online video, the vlog is the most accessible form of video creation. Turn on the camera and 
start talking about your life, right? Though it looks that simple, there is a lot of work behind the scenes that 
make vlogs engaging and interesting to watch.

We spoke with vlogging 
authority Amy Schmittauer 

about what she believes is the big-
gest mistakes new vloggers make 
and how they can become a vlog-
ging boss. Amy, who literally wrote 
the book on Vlogging — “Vlog 
Like a Boss: How to Kill it Online 
with Video Blogging” — has been 
vlogging since 2009 and has made 
it her business to share her knowl-
edge about marketing and savvy 
social media through vlogging.

MISTAKE #1: NOT POSTING 
FREQUENTLY ENOUGH
One of the more common mis-
takes beginning vloggers make is 
having infrequent posting sched-
ules. A user will post one video and 
when they don’t see the millions of 
views pouring in, they get discour-
aged. Amy points out, “Consisten-
cy is important because an audi-
ence wants to know that, literally, 
when they subscribe to something 
they are subscribing to something. 
There [has to] be more for them to 
be able to watch.”

VLOGS

5 Mistakes New Vloggers Make
VLOGS BY RICKY ANDERSON II
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Solution: Go in with a plan. 
Amy proposes starting with what 
you are able to do on a regular 
basis. What are you able to do 
right now? Amy suggest that you 
make sure you, “…make a video 
and do it regularly because you 
need to show up often in order to 
be memorable to people.” 

If you can only post once every 
two weeks, then let your audi-
ence know that’s when they can 
expect you.

MISTAKE #2: WORRYING 
TOO MUCH ABOUT TECH 
Another mistake that happens is 
that new vloggers will worry so 
much about technology that they 
won’t even get started, or they’ll 
wait until they can get better 
equipment to move forward with 
their next video. Amy shares, “I 
find that a lot of people get para-
lyzed by gear and they need to 
buy all the things get all the right 
stuff before they can get started 
and feel like it’s right.”

Solution: Use what you have 
and cover the basics. All you need 
for solid online video is internet 
access, HD video — which your 
smart phone most likely has — 
light and sound. “Don’t worry so 
much about the gear…” Amy ex-
claims, “Go stand outside where 
there is daylight use your smart-
phone that’s in your pocket and 
make a video!” She continues on 
to say, “…the reality is it doesn’t 
matter how great your golf clubs 
are if you are a terrible golfer.” 

VLOGS

5 Mistakes New Vloggers Make

MISTAKE #3: CULT OF 
NEGATIVITY
Many vloggers who are looking 
to grow their channel will look to 
drama or negativity to draw people 
into their channels. Amy observes, 
“…negativity makes the news and 
positivity has a harder time [mak-
ing] the cut. The same goes online, 
and I think people [believe] they 
have to be negative inside them-
selves… in order to convey sort of 
that drama level with a thumbnail 
or a headline.”

Solution: It’s all about person-
ality. When people watch You-
Tube videos, they are looking for 
you, so you have to be aware of 
how you want to set the tone of 
who you are on camera. You have 
to ask yourself “…are you trying 

Your smart phone is more than enough to get started. 

YOU NEED TO 
PRACTICE AND 
BE CONSISTENT, 
AND YOU NEED TO 
SHOW UP OFTEN 
IF YOU ARE GOING 
TO GET BETTER. 
THAT’S WHAT’S 
GOING TO MAKE 
ANY EQUIPMENT 
YOU USE BETTER IN 
TURN.

“
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to be yourself on camera or are 
you playing a [character]?” Amy 
continues, “If you are playing a 
role, then maybe that whole kind 
of dramatic negativity makes 
sense, but if you think people 
want that from you, that’s not 
sustainable if it’s not really you.” 

It’s ok to be negative if you’re 
funny or that is part of a char-
acter choice, but generally 
people watch content that makes 
them feel good. It’s easier to be 
positive, especially if it’s coming 
from an authentic place.

MISTAKE #4: RAMBLING ,  
DISORGANIZED THOUGHT
“The average daily vlogger makes a 
big mistake in thinking that every 
moment of their day is interesting 
for the vlog.” Amy declares. She 
notices that some  vloggers will, “…
either sit down and ramble or they 
document absolutely everything 
and think it’s a piece of art.” This 

VLOGS
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isn’t a good strategy for keeping 
viewers engaged.

Solution: Go in with a goal and 
tell a complete story. Even though 
vlogs are typically documenting 
everyday life, Amy reminds us 
that we are all storytellers. She 
believes,“It doesn’t matter what’s 
in the video; you have to tell sto-
ries. So how can you do that the 
best way possible?”

Leading up to the launching of 
her book, Amy made a daily vlog 
for 30 days showing the behind 
the scenes of releasing her first 
published book to the world. 
When deciding to document her 
life for 30 days, Amy established 
that she was, “…not just vlogging 
everything throughout the day. 
Every video has to have a plan or 
else it’s like hey guys ‘I woke up 
hey guys and I’m eating break-
fast now;’ no one cares. But if 
you craft a story out of your day 
that’s different.”
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MISTAKE #5: NOT ENOUGH 
SELF-PROMOTION
One of the most prevalent mis-
takes vloggers make is not promot-
ing their vlogs on their networks 
outside of YouTube. Amy believes 
this to be largely due to people 
spreading themselves too thin, by 
being on every social network, and 
promoting their vlogs like a paper-
boy, throwing their content on all 
their social feeds then driving off.

Solution: Understand your 
social media platforms. Many 
people forget that the first word 
in social media is social. When 
promoting your vlogs on social 
media platforms it’s important 
that you are already active and 
visible on the platform. 

Amy notes that it’s all about 
context. She explains, “[what] 
people forget is that every social 
network is different. Consider 
them all parties… YouTube is 
like a big sleepover, Snapchat 
is a rave, Facebook is a family 
reunion, Twitter is a networking 
event and Instagram is Fashion 
Week. So how do you take that 
video and then customize it for all 
of those locations so people actu-
ally give a crap about it?”

She concludes, “adding context 
to [promoting your vlog is] going 
to be a better version of you pro-
moting yourself because you are 
taking the context of the party into 
consideration and I think that’s we 
have to do and that means being a 
viewer and being a user, and a lot 
of people forget that.”

A Texas-based video producer with over 10 
years of experience in online video produc-
tion and an expertise in creating engaging 
and entertaining videos.

VLOGS
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Amy made a 30 Day Vlog Countdown leading up to the release of her 
book “Vlog Like a Boss.” 

CONCLUSION
When it comes to vlogging on 
YouTube, there is more work that 
goes into it than just turning on 
the camera and talking for ten 
minutes. As Amy has shared, 
people watch vlogs for the 
engagement they have with the 
vlogger and the value they bring. 

As you grow your vlogging pres-
ence remember that it’s the story, 
personality and plan that you put 
in place that is going to put your 
channel on the map.  
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QUALITY VIDEO WITH LESS TOIL

A PROFILE OF 
ROMAN MICA
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BY DAVID G. WELTON

THE FAST LANE CAR
SUBSCRIBERS: 558,209
UPLOADS: 2,510
VIDEO VIEWS: 250,805,260
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A PROFILE OF ROMAN MICA
QUALITY VIDEO WITH LESS TOIL

Grow the success of your YouTube Channel through more 
efficient production. A pro reveals tips you can use to 

create quality content with less work.

Stale content is a sure way to 
put your YouTube channel at 

the bottom of the heap. Success-
ful YouTube creator know that 
new, high-quality content must be 
churned out with rapid dispatch. 
But how do you balance the need 
for speed with the desire for a 
high-quality video product? Can 

you have both? Let’s talk to a suc-
cessful and seasoned creator to 
find out.

 
MEET ROMAN
For the past eight years, Roman 
Mica has been the publisher and 
executive producer of the popular 
YouTube channels TFL Car and, 

https://www.youtube.com/user/romanmicagearguy
https://www.youtube.com/user/tflcar
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more recently, TFL Truck. TFL, in 
case you were wondering, stands 
for “The Fast Lane.” 

The channels have roughly 
896,000 subscribers and 354 mil-
lion total video views, including 
two additional smaller channels, 
TFL Now and TFL Classic. Roman 
holds a Master’s degree in broad-
cast journalism from Northwest-
ern University.

After college, Roman worked 
for a small-town television news 
station where he was basically a 
one-man operation, fulfilling the 
roles of talent, camera operator 
and editor. This early experience 
gave him precious skills in getting 
work done quickly and accurately.

Roman’s news station boss gave 
him this admonition: “If you don’t 
have it done by 5:00 P.M., you 
don’t have *#@^!” In more polite 
terms, if production took too long, 
no one would see the story on 
the evening news. Fast forward a 
few decades, and this advice still 
guides Roman in the quest to be 
first to break a story from events 
like the Chicago Auto Show.

The TFL team consists of five full-time and five 
part-time staffers. Not only does the team produce 
video for YouTube, they also write stories for the web-
sites TFLcar.com and TFLtruck.com. The mainstay of 
their content is “news, views and real-world reviews” 
of cars and trucks.

 
PLANNING SAVES TIME
As a result of producing and publishing upwards of 
3400 YouTube videos, Roman picked up a few tricks 
that help him produce high quality productions with 
an emphasis on speed. He estimates that his team 
churns out about 10 videos per week, spread across 
four channels. That’s a lot of content.

On Mondays, the TFL staff assembles to map out 
the ideas that will drive the week’s work. These meet-
ings are critical because Roman views the concept as 
king. He points out that bad production quality can 
ruin a great concept, but even great production qual-
ity can’t save a production based on a flawed idea. To 
Roman, an engaging concept has a hook and answers 
critical questions viewers want to know.

The pre-production meeting helps the staff cre-
ate shot lists, define key points the video will explore 
and produce a loose script. These documents give the 
team what they need to efficiently produce the seg-
ment. Roman is careful not to over-produce; he never 
wants his real-world reviews to appear scripted.

One big challenge of automotive reviews is finding 
shooting locations. Whether it’s a muddy hill climb 
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EVEN GREAT 
PRODUC-
TION QUALITY 
CAN’T SAVE A 
PRODUCTION 
BASED ON A 
FLAWED IDEA.

“
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in a Jeep or filming at a fire station, Roman avoids 
shooting delays by always securing permission before 
shooting on location. No one wants surprises that 
waste time on shooting day.

 
GOOD TOOLS SPEED PRODUCTION
For capturing audio, Roman relies heavily on wireless 
lavaliers and directional shotgun mics. He lives in 
Boulder, Colorado where the Rocky Mountains some-
times produce strong winds. Wind noise is often a 
challenge, so he carries artificial fur wind shields 
(a.k.a. dead cats) to help minimize noise when using 
shotgun mics.

Roman knows that fixing audio in post-production 
consumes valuable time and often only minimally 
improves the quality of the audio anyway. He does 
everything possible to capture clean audio during the 
shoot. He’s also learned that adding more mics to a 
shoot just adds to the complexity and increases time 
spent in the editing process.

There are even occasions when he’ll use the mics 
built into the cameras. Roman’s goal is simply intelli-
gible audio; he knows he’s not producing Hollywood-
style productions, so a tiny bit of audio roughness is 
consistent with his “real-world reviews” mantra.

Roman believes that production value should be 
high, but also recognizes that the YouTube audience 
is not expecting Oscar-earning quality. He avoids 

extra work that won’t change the 
viewing experience significantly.

He describes his philosophy: “A 
classic mistake that people make is 
when they try to create extremely 
high quality video. YouTube is the 
wrong place for that.” He talks 
about an overproduced project as 
“right video, wrong platform” and 
how Vimeo is a better place for the 
highest quality work.

For example, Roman tried 
shooting in 4K, but did not realize 
enough YouTube image improve-
ment to offset the editing chal-
lenges and file storage headaches. 
He settled on shooting HD at 60 
frames per second to clearly show 
the granular movement of a ve-
hicle in slow motion.

The TFL team uses splash-proof 
4K Sony Action Cams. He likes 
these Action Cams because of 
ease of audio recording, use of a 
standard tripod mount and their 
splash-proof design. Roman uses 
Delkins’ Fat Gecko mounts for 
securing the cameras to cars and 
other surfaces.

His main camera is a Sony 4K 
FDR-AX33. Roman loves its small 

 A PROFILE OF ROMAN MICA
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size and ease of operation. Also used 
is a Panasonic Lumix GH4 when 
there’s a need to manipulate depth 
of field with more image control. 
Roman  also owns a DJI Phantom 
4 and uses it extensively to capture 
expensive-looking overhead shots of 
cars and trucks in action.

Roman typically uses three to five 
cameras during a shoot; he might 
have two or three inside a vehicle 
capturing the driver and passenger. 
Other cameras might be mounted 
outside the car, or mounted to a 
chase vehicle. Roman keeps the 
number of cameras to a minimum, 
because he knows that adding more 
cameras quickly increases the com-
plexity of the shoot and increases 
time spent in subsequent editing.

One production tool is always 
present in the 50-pound backpack 
that Roman schleps to shooting 
locations: a DJI Osmo. He loves the 
smooth-as-silk images the Osmo 
produces, which are akin to the 
results from a Steadicam costing 
much, much more. Roman also 
owns a slider, but prefers the sim-
plicity and portability of the Osmo 
in most situations.

 
POST-PRODUCTION HUSTLE
Roman prefers Apple’s Final Cut 
Pro X because he’s found it to be 
faster and easier to use than any 
other editing software he’s tried. 
MacBook Pros and desktop Macs 
support the team’s editing tasks. 
Uploading the finished work on 
slow hotel Wi-Fi networks has 
sometimes been his biggest post-
production challenge.

When using multiple cameras simultaneously on a 
shoot, the team honks the car’s horn to synchronize 
the audio. The sound of the horn serves as a type of 
audio time code used to match up the timing of the re-
sulting video files. It’s a clever way to reduce synchro-
nization problems and speed up the editing process.

His real-world reviews mantra also manifests in 
his editing approach. “We try not to show cameras in 
a shot, but if it has to happen, so be it. We want our 
audience to know that we do unscripted reviews, and 
showing a camera makes it real,” Roman explains.

A recent TFL Truck segment involved using a stop-
watch to time a truck as it towed a heavy trailer up a 
steep grade. The TFL team dubs this frequent towing 
challenge the “Ike Gauntlet” because it traverses the 
Eisenhower Tunnel on the Rocky Mountain’s Conti-
nental Divide. The towing challenge only took about 
20 minutes, yet even for an experienced team like Ro-
man’s, it took one day to prep, one day to shoot, and 
two days to edit, resulting in just 12 minutes of video. 
These numbers underscore the importance of effi-
ciency in producing content at the breakneck speed a 
successful YouTube channel demands.

Here’s a number that pretty much sums it all up: 
Roman Mica and his team fill up a six terabyte drive 
every two weeks. That’s a lot of video.  
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David Welton is a college instructor in the Radio/TV/Film department.
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